The Earth celebrates another new year of 2533.
The humanity has long been suﬀering from the growing population and
the subsequent problems such as resources shortage and environmental
pollution
To address these problems, tru humanity dispatched a second exploration
spacecraft called "Glory" beyond the solar system 273 years ago.
The Glory has been exploring space for 130 years without much signiﬁcant
results, and we lost the contact with the spacecraft after it spent all the
fuel before completing its mission.
May 30th, 2260

Launch preparations
complete.
Glory

OK, countdown starts
for the Glory.
Control Center

Launch!
Control Center

Entry into the targeted it
complete.
Glory

Good. Hope you can ﬁnd the
second Planet Earth that can be a
hope for all humanity, 0ver.
Control Center

Weʼll start our mission now.
Glory

March 23rd, 2390

At 7:03, March 23rd, 2390. Run out of energy
for the mission. We suspend the mission and
enter into emergency stand-by.
Glory
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In 143 years of such a deep silence, out of the blue, we received a
incomplete visual signals from it now. After a series of recovery and
analysis process, we could see aliens and minerals weʼve never seen
before. What has happened? How could it happen?
And what are the alien creatures in the images?

January 26th, 2533

Control Center

Received incomplete visual
signals from Glory.
Visual signal recovery is
completed.

Control Center

Spacecraft Glory? Is this the one
we dispatched to look for the
second Plant Earth?

Control Center Head

It's been more than 140 years
since we lost contact!
Control Center Staff

What are these?
Are they aliens?
Control Center Head

Call the headquarters for an
emergency meeting right now!
Control Center Head
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Let's try communicating with the aliens by
controlling LED, the only device that allows
communications with them.
The analysis over the signals revealed that they were sent from the Glory in
an emergency mode. Along with the visual signals, there came the coordinates
which showed that it would take around 50 years to get to the location where
the Glory lies.
Much were left unknown

January 26th, 2533

The analysis of the signal shows that
Glory might have started its
emergency operation mode.
Control Center
Head

were received.
How far is the distance of

What is emergency
operation mode?

1,400 AU?
Chief Director for
Space Development

Control Center
Head

and no further signals

The mode allows sending information
to the Earth about the surroundings
with the lowest resources in case of
emergency.

Were there other information
besides these images?

AU is a short for "Astronomical Unit,"
a unit used for representing distances
in the solar system.
1 AU is around 149. 6 million
Kilometers, a distance between the
Earth and the Sun. Consider how far
1,400 AU could be.

Chief Director for
Space Development

If we travel at the speed of light how

Control Center
Head

Yes, the system operation rate, the
ambient temperature etc, and most
importantly, its coordinates in space.

long would it take to get to Glory?
The light travels 300,000km per
second, which translates into
travelling 1 AU per 498.7 seconds.

How far is Glory located?
Chief Director for
Space Development

Control Center
Head
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About 1,400AU away. It would take
about 50 years to get there.

In other words, the solar light that we
are getting right now started from
the Sun eight minutes 18 seconds ago.

A few days later, additional signals from Glory arrived.
It turned out to be SOS signals for help.
The aliens sent the signals in the Morse code, the emergency communication
system of Glory,
What are those aliens and why

January 30th, 2533

are they asking for a rescue to

Received signals sent from Glory.
Needs veriﬁcation.

the Earth?
Control Center

What is the Morse Code?
Transmitting analysis results.
The Morse code is a telegraphic hie

Control Center

signal using dots and dashes that can
be translated as letters.
It is a globally code, and the SOS
consists of a simple combination of
dots (···) and dashes (---) to call for

Boss, these look like Morse codes!
・・・― ― ―・・・
There are SOS signals!
Emergency signals!

Control Center
Staff

help and rescue when in emergency.

What? Aliens calling for our help?
Control Center
Head

Should we send Morse code
messages to the external LED?
Control Center
Staff

Robot Design Map

That's a great idea!
But what should we say?
Control Center
Head

G1：Antenna for the communication

with the Earth
G2：Door for the mini robot for recon

missions
G3：Bridge absorbing the impact of

landing
G4：LED that allows display of the

Morse code
G5：Main controller of Glory
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L-bracket
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Wheel

L-bracket
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V-bracket

V-bracket
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V-bracket

Wing B

V-bracket

Wing A

V-bracket
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V-bracket

Wing B

V-bracket

Wing A
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V-bracket
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L-bracket

L-bracket
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V-bracket
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LED module OUT0
LED module OUT1
LED module OUT2
LED module OUT3

Battery case

Battery case
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You can understand how to operate the robot according to the program,
and create the program that switches on and off the LED.

Turn on the LED connected to the Output port OUT0 for one second
and then turn it off.

It represents the starting point of the program.

Turn On is the command for switching on the
LED connected to the output port.
Number 0 refers to the Output0 (OUT0).
Delay command refers to maintaining the robot status as it is.
The number can vary between 1 to 15, representing each second.
Number 1 refers to one second.
Turn Off s the command for switching off the LED connected to the
output port. Number 0 refers to the Output 0 (OUT 0).

End represents the ending point of the program.

Is there any connection between the order of the
command cards and the motion of the robot?
When the robot starts operating, it starts executing the commands one by one
according to the order of the program from the start to the end.
Therefore, if the order of the command cards varies, the robot may move in
diﬀerent ways, although the cards themselves are the same.
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Let's make the robot move like this.
Turn on the LED connected to the Output port OUT1 for one second and
then turn it oﬀ.

The program starts.

Turn on the LED of the Output port OUT1.

Keep the LED on for one second.

Turn off the LED of the Output port OUT1.

Keep the LED off for one second. of the Output port OUT1.

Turn on the LED of the Output port OUT1.

Keep the LED on for one second.

Turn off the LED of the Output port OUT1.

The program ends.
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When there are same routines repeated in a program, you may wish to use
REPEAT and END REPEAT commands to make the program simple.

Turn on the LED connected to the Output port OUT0 for one second
and then turn it off for a second. Repeat this routine for five times.

Start

Repeat = five times

Turn on LED of the OUT0
Output port

Repeated
Commands

Delay for one second

Turn on LED of the OUT0
Output port

Delay for one second

Stop repeat

End
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Let's make the robot move like this.
Turn on and oﬀ four LEDs by one second in sequence. Repeat the routine
for seven times.

Start

Repeat=(

) times

Turn on the LED of the Output port
OUT0 for one second and turn it off

Turn on the LED of the Output port
OUT1 for one second and turn it off

Turn on the LED of the Output port
OUT( ) for one second and turn it off

Turn on the LED of the Output port
OUT3 for one second and ( )

Stop repeat

End

Send out the SOS signals with the LED of the robot by changing intervals of
lighting.
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